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Kate Bedding looks at the 
achievements of a Baby Café set 
up in County Durham to support 
breastfeeding mothers.

create a new group in a new area. The project 
manager and local infant feeding leads also had 
to assess whether there were ‘home grown’ 
breastfeeding mothers in the area who would 
be interested in doing the peer support training 
or if it was better establishing the Baby Café first 
to generate interest and support for the project.
 
Breastfeeding peer support
NCT has run breastfeeding peer support 
training across the country for the NHS and 
local authorities for over three years. NCT peer 
support training is delivered by qualified NCT 
breastfeeding counsellors who have completed 
a university diploma and are peer supporters 
themselves. The peer support training is 
accredited by the National Open College 
Network (OCN). The NCT package includes 
recruitment of volunteers, training sessions, 
workbooks, OCN accreditation and six months 
of reflective sessions to support the volunteers 
once they begin. In County Durham, training 
was run in 11 locations, to ensure that peer 
supporters come from their local area. Those 
qualified have been working in children’s 
centres supporting antenatal infant feeding 
sessions and breastfeeding groups as well as 
in the Baby Cafés. Those who have completed 
the training have found it a positive experience. 
Comments include: ‘To be able to help other 
mams by using my training is amazing and 
really rewarding’ and ‘I loved the training and I 
love helping out in the Baby Cafés even more. 
I really feel that I am making a difference and 
that feels great.’ 2 

Baby Café
To ensure that local women could attend Baby 
Cafés, it was essential that they were set up in a 
convenient place accessible to all. As part of this 
project Baby Cafés have been established within 
10 children’s centres, one in a health centre 
and one in a youth centre. In Peterlee, the very 
first ASDA Baby Café was opened in September 
2012, in recognition that local women needed 
local, convenient support. As Chris Mills, a health 

visitor said, ‘We recognise the importance of 

County Durham has some of the lowest 
breastfeeding rates in the country, with initiation 
at just 58.2% compared to the national average 
of 74% and continuation rates (measured at six-
to-eight weeks) of 27.7%, compared to 47.2%.1

As part of a project to improve breastfeeding 
rates, NCT won a £100,000 contract from 
the Public Health Team, now part of  Durham 
County Council, to train breastfeeding peer 
supporters. The project began in March 2012, 
and is due to finish in March 2014. By the time 
the project ends, 15 sets of peer supporters 
will have been trained, and 17 Baby Cafés will 
have opened.

Assessing local need
To ensure that each area within County Durham 
received appropriate support, the project 
manager, Helen Lloyd, carried out an initial 
needs assessment with local breastfeeding 
leads. From this, it was possible to map out what 
support was already in place, how effective it 
was and what needs the area had. Discussions 
with breastfeeding leads included reviewing the 
effectiveness of existing breastfeeding support 
groups and deciding whether there was a need 
to relaunch them using the Baby Café model or 
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providing support to breastfeeding mums; 
having a Baby Café in such an accessible place 
as ASDA means that we will be able to provide 
an even better level of service and support to 
breastfeeding mums than ever before’.3 

Support from local community and 
health professionals
The project has received a lot of local support 
from MPs, health professionals and local media 
who have attended Baby Café launches across 
the county. This has encouraged a focus on 
breastfeeding and awareness of the value that 
groups like Baby Café have in providing support 
to women. 

Project management
A key factor in the success of the project 
has been the co-ordination and project 
management by Helen Lloyd, who works 21 
hours a week. As project manager, Helen’s 
tasks vary from having regular meetings with 
health professionals to report on progress, 
arranging the logistics of Baby Café launches, 
organising peer support training and collating 
and reporting on data. ‘This is such an exciting 
project to be part of,’ she says. ‘Being able to 
be involved in something that is supporting so 
many new mums and making such a positive 
difference is a dream job. Health professionals 
and children’s centre staff have been so 
welcoming and are delighted to have peer 
supporters helping them in the Baby Cafés as 
well as supporting the mothers.’ 

Conclusion
The project has so far been a huge success 
with 232 Baby Café sessions being delivered 
in 2012-13 alone, attracting 1,588 attendees. 
Over 100 peer supporters have completed 
the course and are now working supporting 
women in a range of groups across the area. 
Feedback from mothers using the service 
has been overwhelmingly positive, with one 
summing it up by saying that she had a ‘huge 
amount of support and encouragement when 
times got hard, not just around breastfeeding 
but all aspects of coping with a newborn. We’ve 
got some great friends. Definitely has led me 
to breastfeed longer than I first planned and 
educated me.’

More information about Baby Café and 
breastfeeding peer support can be found at 
www.thebabycafe.org and http://www.nct.
org.uk/professional/breastfeeding-peer-
support-training
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